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Abstract 
The purpose of this paper is to provide an Optimality-Theoretic (henceforth OT) account of the 
linguistic phenomenon of borrowing. In particular, it examines English loanwords in Hawaiian 
from a constraint-based analysis as opposed to a rule-based analysis. Data necessary for this study 
consisted of some randomly selected Hawaiian words. These loanwords were carefully examined 
as to realize their phonological changes and how they can be accounted for from an OT standpoint. 
Several phonological changes, mainly those of the syllable structure of Hawaiian, were examined 
along with accompanying phonological processes (e.g., epenthesis, degemination, etc.) where ap-
plicable. The proposed ranking hierarchy that, the argument goes, could account for all English 
loanwords in Hawaiian is like this: Σ{NO CODA >> MAX-IO >> *CC >> DEP-IO}, a state of affairs 
which confirmed our intuition that the syllable structure of the borrowing language (Hawaiian) 
prevails over the syllable structure of the donor language (English). In order to establish the 
ranking argument, comparative tableaux are used. Violations tableaux are also used to demon-
strate how the winning configuration beats competitive candidate forms. 

 
Keywords 
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1. Introduction 
It is not uncommon that languages borrow from one another for such a wide array of reasons as need, prestige 
(and lack thereof) or even derogation (Campbell, 2011: p. 58). Borrowed items are not restricted to only lexical 
items as one might mistakenly assume, but further extend to other linguistic elements, e.g., phonological rules, 
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syntactic constructions, semantic associations or even pragmatic strategies. Unlike code switching1 where bilin-
guals normally communicate by mixing two distinct languages, elements of borrowing (i.e., loanwords) get to-
tally integrated into the linguistic patterns of the recipient language. In other words, borrowed items become 
fully incorporated into the grammatical system of the borrowing language, becoming part of its lexicon, under-
taking its morphological formations, and employing its syntactic structures (ibid).  

The Hawaiian language (ŌleloHawai’i) is often cited for having borrowed extensively from several other 
languages including, among others, English, Hebrew, Greek, and Māori. Of those donor languages, English 
seems to have the most influence on Hawaiian probably due to geographical closeness to the United States (not 
to mention being one of the 50 U.S. States) and most certainly due to contact situations, the most significant of 
which is that of English missionaries (Reinecke, 1969). In fact, English is “the most strongly represented [lan-
guage]” in terms of borrowings (Jones, n.d.).  

Of significance to this current study is the phonological realization of loanwords. Borrowed words are ad-
justed (i.e., phonemically altered) to accommodate the phonology of the recipient language (RL), not that of the 
donor language (DL). In Optimality Theory (OT) terminology, borrowed words are governed by the same set of 
universal constraints; however, these constraints are differently ranked in conformity with the phonology of the 
borrowing language (Prince & Smolensky, 1993; McCarthy & Prince, 1993a, 2004). Thus, the overall thrust of 
this paper is to closely examine the syllable shape of English loanwords in the Hawaiian language and furnish a 
comprehensive analysis of the syllable shape within the theoretical framework of Optimality Theory (OT).  

The paper is organized into the following sections. In the first part, we briefly introduce the topic of this paper. 
The second section presents background information including the consonant and vocalic inventory of the Ha-
waiian Language along with a short account of the Hawaiian syllable structure. In the third section, we present 
the data necessary for this study. The fourth section is devoted to presenting the general premises of OT along 
with analysis of the data of this study. The final section of this paper is that of conclusion limitations and future 
recommendations. 

1.1. Background Information 
Named after the largest island in the North Pacific archipelago, the Hawaiian language-along with English-is the 
official language of the State of Hawaii. According to the US Census Bureau (2009 & 2010), the current popula-
tion of Hawaii is estimated at over a million, of whom only 24 thousand can be said to be native speakers of the 
Hawaiian language, i.e., Hawaiian is the language spoken at home. Historical linguists classify the Hawaiian 
language as an Austronesian language, which belongs to the Eastern-Polynesian language family.  

1.2. Hawaiian Phonemic Inventory 
According to Maddieson (2011), the range of inventories can be as low as six consonants (e.g., Rotokas of New 
Guinea] and as high as 141 (e.g., !Xóõ of Botswana). Needless to say, Hawaiian is a melodious language best 
known for having one of the smallest phonemic inventories in the languages of the world. Hawaiian has only 
eight consonants [m, n, p, k, h, ʔ, l, w] and five vowels [i, e, a, u, o]. Table 1 and Table 2 present the phonemic 
inventory of the Hawaiian language. As for consonants, rows represent manners of articulations and columns 
stand for places of articulation. In terms of vowels, rows stand for degrees of tongue height, while columns in-
dicate the tongue advancement (Tense) and identify how far forward the tongue is located in the oral cavity dur-
ing production (i.e., Advanced Tongue Root or ATR). 

1.3. Syllable Structure of Standard Hawaiian 
The syllable structure of Hawaiian is rather simple. Based on Elbert and Pukui (1979) and Kaiao (2003), the 
syllable structure of Hawaiian is represented as follows:  

(C) V (V) 
Based on the above-stated formula, the universally unmarked syllable structure in Hawaiian is that of V or 

(C)V. In other words, the basic component of the syllable in Hawaiian must have a vowel (either short [V] or 
long [V:]), optionally preceded by a consonant sound (C). 

As seen in Figure 1, the syllable structure is simple indeed (Cf. Arabic or English). Every syllable is composed 

 

 

1For a detailed account of the difference(s) between code switching and borrowing, please see Gumperz (1982). 
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Table 1. Consonant inventory of hawaiian2.                                                                              
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*Dark-shaded areas indicate articulations judged to be humanly impossible. *Light-shaded areas indicate possible articulations in other languages, but 
not present in Hawaiian. 
 
Table 2. Vowel Inventory of Hawaiian3.                                                                                                         

 Front Unrounded Central Back Rounded 

High i  u 

Mid e  o 

Low  a  

 

 
Figure 1. Universally unmarked syllable in Hawaiian (V; CV).                                                                                                         
 
of an optional consonant (ONSET) and a mandatory vowel (NUCLEUS or PEAK). Codas (either simple or 
complex) are prohibited (i.e., universal constraint). What this basically means is that each syllable in the lan-
guage should end in a vowel, and two consonants never appear together. 

This is said to be the universally unmarked (most natural/default) form of the syllable in Hawaiian (Figure 2). 
Consider the following examples: 
1) hi (fire): V. CV 
2) hi.pa (sheep): CV.CV 
3) ho.la (hour): CV.CV 
4) ka.la (collar): CV.CV 

 

 

2Both phonemic inventories are one of the contributions of this paper. 
3A vertical line has been inserted to indicate the disagreement between phonetics and phonology. Whereas phoneticians classify vowels as 
front, central and back, phonologists tend to ignore the notion of central vowels and include them with the back ones, recognizing only front 
and back vowels. As thus, the reader is at liberty to choose either account. 
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As mentioned previously, the nucleus of the syllable may be either short (see Figure 1) or long4. Consider, for 
example, the following:  
5) nū.pe.pa (newspaper): C(V:). CV. CV 
6) pā.ma (palm tree): C(V:). CV 
7) kī.wī (television): C(V:). CV 
8) ē.ko.na (corn): V: .CV.CV 

According to Gussenhoven and Jacobs (2011: p. 46), a sequence of two vowels yield a (1) diphthong if the 
second vowel is higher than the first one or (2) a long vowel if the two sounds are identical. In both cases, mo-
nosyllabicity is still retained (Figure 3). All other sequences of vowels are divided over two syllables (Figure 4). 
Consider, for example, the following: 
9) lai. ki (rice): (CVV). CV 
10) ku. a. po (belt) 

Unlike (7) where the sequence of vowels yields a diphthong, representation (8) does not do so because the 
second vowel is lower than the first one. This situation mandates that the sequence be broken up and the second 
vowel be carried over to the next syllable. The second syllable [a] conforms to the most unmarked form, while  

 

 
Figure 2. Universally unmarked syllable in Hawaiian (CV:).                       

 

 
Figure 3. A monosyllabic representation of Hawaiian diphthong.                   

 

 
Figure 4. A sequence of two vowels divided over two syllables.                      

 

 

4Long vowels may be used as either [ū] or [u:] interchangeably in this paper. 
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[ap] as opposed to [po] would yield a violation of no-coda constraint (*NO CODA). Further clarification will be 
furnished below.  

Thus far, we have established that the syllable structure of Hawaiian can be described as a coda-less syllable 
of the following forms: (1) V or (2) CV. Alternatively, these two forms can be called free or open syllables. The 
opposite (closed or checked syllable) is prohibited in Hawaiian, e.g., VC, CVC, CVCC, etc.  

1.4. Light vs. Heavy Syllables 
The distinction between heavy and light syllables has been a subject of hot debate. Three models have been 
proposed: a) CV Theory (McCarthy, 1979; Clements & Keyser, 1983), b) X Slot Model (Levin, 1985), and c) 
Moraic Theory (Hyman, 1985; Hayes, 1989). Due to the many problems associated with the first two models, 
they will not be addressed in this paper and will not be pursued any further. The Moraic Theory (henceforth MT) 
has been deemed a better alternative in accounting for the syllable weight. According to MT, a light syllable has 
one mora (monomoraic). As such, the following syllable structures are said to be light:  
a) V (see example 1) 
b) CV (see example 2) 

Heavy syllables, on the other hand, have two or more morae (bimoraic or trimoraic) and can be found as fol-
lows:  
c) CV: (see examples 5 through 7) 
d) V: (see example 8) 
e) CVV (see example 9) 
f) VV (e.g., ai.la “oil”) 

Altogether, Hawaiian has six basic syllable structures summarized below (Figure 5). 

2. Loanwords in Rule-Based Phonology Revisited 
In rule-based phonology, rules are often postulated to account for the changes observed in loanwords. According 
to Silverman (1992) and Yip (1993), such posited rules are hard to swallow given they belong neither to the do-
nor language nor to the recipient language. An example may be helpful to illustrate. Let us consider the follow-
ing example adopted from Gussenhoven and Jacobs (2011: p. 47): 
1) melekalikimaka “Merry Christmas” 

 
 

 
Figure 5. Syllable inventory in Hawaiian.                                                                                                         
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To account for the above-shown changes from a rule-based phonology perspective taking into account the 
syllable structure of Hawaiian (discussed below), the following rules are put forward:  

 

 
 
As can be seen, Rule 1 accounts for the English [-tense] vowels (i.e., [ɛ, ɪ, ə]) changing into [+tense] vowel 

(i.e., [e, i, a]) in Hawaiian, respectively. Rule 2 accounts for the replacement [ɹ] into [l] due being missing in 
Hawaiian. Rule 3 is responsible for changing English [s] into Hawaiian [k]. Finally, Rule 4 accounts for insert-
ing [i] to declusterize (simplify or break up) between consonant clusters or [a] word-finally to preserve the syl-
lable shape of Hawaiian, as we will see later in this paper.  

At the level of detail we are considering here, we should mention that postulating rules is the one requirement 
of rule-based phonology. Nonetheless, this requirement of positing rules can be a tedious task and more impor-
tantly, fails to take into account that such posited rules are not necessarily applicable in either one of the two 
languages in contact. In other words, whereas Hawaiian lacks lax vowels, [r] and does not allow consonant 
clusters, the donor language (in our case English) allows lax vowels and permits consonant clusters with no need 
for the above-hypothesized rules. Simply put, these rules cannot be said to be universal. For this reason, we 
strongly believe that the need for a theoretical framework that has more explanatory power is urgent. We hope to 
show that the constraint-based approach (i.e., Optimality Theory) furnishes a relatively more adequate account 
of the phonology of loanwords, not only for Hawaiian but also cross linguistically.  

3. A Summary of Optimality Theory (OT) 
Optimality Theory (Prince & Smolensky 1993, 1993a, 1993b; McCarthy & Prince, 2004) states that Universal 
Grammar (UG) is best understood as a set of constraints, not rules. These constraints are universal, but individu-
al languages rank them differently according to their degree of violation. The candidate that incurs the least 
number of violations (of highly ranked constraints) is said to be optimal. Alternatively, the candidate that incurs 
the most number of violations is ruled out. In a nutshell, Optimality Theory is about constraints and their viola-
bility. Figure 6 below shows the structure of OT. 

4. Data Collection & Methodology 
Data necessary for this study consisted of some selected Hawaiian words adopted from Gussenhoven and Jacobs 
(2011: p. 51). These include the following:  

hi (fire):    V. CV 
 

 
Figure 6. Structure of optimality theory.                                                                                                         
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hi.pa (sheep):   CV.CV 
ho.la (hour):   CV.CV 
mahalo    CV.CV.CV 
mahimahi    CV. CV.CV 
ka.la (collar):   CV.CV 
nū.pe.pa (newspaper):  C(V:). CV. CV 
pā.ma (palm tree):  C(V:). CV 
kī.wī (television):  C(V:). CV 
ē.ko.na (corn):   V: .CV.CV 
lai. ki (rice):   (CVV). CV 
ku. a. po (belt)   CV.V.CV 
etc. 
However, for our current analysis only two words will be used for demonstration purposes. These are as fol-

lows:  
• English “ticket” is pronounced [kikiki] 
• English “brush” is pronounced [palaki] 

Preliminary Remarks 
• Onset is optional, and if used no more than one consonant is allowed; so initial consonant clusters are prohi-

bited; 
• Nucleus is mandatory (either short or long); 
• Codas (simple*C or complex*CC) are strictly prohibited.  

In light of the above-mentioned observations, the following constraints can be formulated:  
1) Markedness 

• *CC: complex onset is prohibited 
• *NO CODA: codas are prohibited.  

2) Faithfulness (internal preservation) 
• MAX-IO: no deletion of segments 
 MAX-V: no deletion of vowels 
 MAX-C: no deletion of consonants 
• DEP-IO: no addition of segments 
 DEP-V: no addition of vowels 
 DEP-C: no addition of consonants 

3) Possible phonological processes 
• Epenthesis: vowel insertion (i.e., [i] or [a]5) to break up complex onsets (*CC) and preserve the unmarked 

form of the syllable structure (C) V 

5. Discussion and Analysis 
In this section, I will try to carefully examine the two Hawaiian words (i.e., kikiki and palaka) from an Optimal-
ity-Theoretic (OT) perspective, showing how the syllable structure of the borrowing language (BL: Hawaiian) 
will prevail over the syllable structure of the donor language (DL: English), given the set of constraints in effect 
in the borrowing language. Let us start by examining the first word.  

5.1. Discussion and Analysis: /kikik/→[kikiki] 
The first word under investigation is the Hawaiian word kikiki /`ki.ki.ki/, which is a loanword from English, i.e., 
ticket /`tɪ.kɪt/. Given that Hawaiian lacks coronal obstruents (see Table 1), the newly formed representation is 
expected to be as follows: 

 
UR: / `ticket/ 

/t/> null (missing in borrowing language); replaced by closet corresponding segment /k/ 

 

 

5Strictly applicable to the two words investigated to this paper; other vowels can perhaps be epenthesized. 
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/i/>[i] (present in borrowing language)  
/ck/ > [k] (present in borrowing language)  
/i/>[i] (present in borrowing language)  
/t/> null (missing) but replaced by the closest corresponding segment /k/ 

SR: [`ki.kik], [`ki.ki.k] or infinite (i.e., apple!) 
 
Needless to say, the above-rendered surface forms (SR) violate the syllable structure of Hawaiian (i.e., (C) V) 

in two aspects: (1) the first, namely [`ki.kik], contains a prohibited component; that is, a coda and (2) the second, 
namely [`ki.ki.k] lacks the mandatory nucleus. In OT terms, the first form violates a markedness constraint and 
the second violates that of faithfulness. Obviously, these constraints are in conflict. To solve this dilemma, con-
straints must be ranked to see which candidate form (i.e., optimal) will emerge victorious in this competition. 
Logically, a higher-ranked constraint (CON) will select a winning candidate (W), which in turn signals a fatal 
violation of the loser and a lower-ranked constraint will go with a losing candidate (L), which in turn signals the 
winning status of the winner. It follows that every constraint assessing L must be dominated by some constrain 
assessing W; for a winning candidate is preferred by a dominating constraint and a losing candidate is preferred 
by a less dominated constraint.  

Prior to setting up the OT tableaux, it should be made clear that there is no limit (i.e., ∞) on the number of 
candidates GEN will generate. For our purposes however, we will limit ourselves to only two candidates—ren- 
dered above. Given this rather limited number of candidates, we deem it appropriate to consider all four con-
straints (CON) established above all at once. The comparative tableau, rather than the violation tableau, will 
guide us in determining the hierarchy of said constraints, i.e., setting up a ranking argument. Comparative Tab-
leau 1 will do just that: 

 
Comparative Tableau 1 

/kikik/ ~ [ki.ki.ki] *NO CODA DEP-IO *CC MAX-IO 

ki.ki.ki ~ Ki.kik W L e e 

ki.ki.ki ~ ki.ki e L e W 

 
As seen, Comparative Tableau 1 sets up the ranking argument over a set of four constraints (Σ {C1, C2, C3, 

and C4}), which involves a comparison between the desired optimum (call it ω6, q or whatever7) and the subop-
timal competitor (call it z, x or whatever8). Notice tableau lines are intentionally left dotted, as ranking has not 
been established yet. The constraint set Σ{C1, C2∙∙∙} is divided into three disjointed subsets:  

W: constraints that prefer q to z; all C∈Σ such that q > z 
L: constraints that prefer z to q; all C∈Σ such that z > q 
e9: constraints do equally well; all C∈Σ such that q ≈ z. 
For a ranking argument to be set up efficiently and (most importantly) correctly, every L-assessing constraint 

must be preceded by at least one W-assessing constraint. Put differently, every C∈L must be dominated by D∈ 
W. With this in mind (following the cogent logic of OT), one cannot help but notice that the above comparative 
tableau is wrongly formulated, that is, it contradicts the proposition just furnished, i.e., D∈W >> C∈L. This is 
not to say that both rows are wrong. Rather it is only the second row vector that is false. The first row is correct 
and does pass the proposition because C2-assessing L-comes after C1-assessing W. To remedy the situation in an 
attempt to rectify our logic, one of two things can be done:  

1) Looking for constraints that never prefer a suboptimal candidate (z) (constraints that prefer only a desired 
optimal candidate (q) and/or prefer none (e)) and placing them at the top of the ranking; 

2) Removing such top-ranked constraints from consideration along with the ranking argument. 
Both options may be appealing, but one is more efficient (or desired) than the other-so to speak in OT terms. 

Starting with option two (rather than one), we will end up with the same problem, but only reduced in size. In 

 

 

6Omega 
7I will just go with q thereafter. 
8I will just go with z thereafter. 
9In the comparative tableau, e will appear as either e or blank. 
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other words, removing top-ranked constraints (W-assessing constrains) will yield no argument to be made possible.  
In OT terms, the comparison is said to be inconsistent if its comparative tableau contains all rows that sum to L 
(i.e., L summation). No comparison of this type will make q optimal. 
 

Comparative Tableau 2 

/kikik/ ~ [ki.ki.ki] DEP-IO 

ki.ki.ki ~ Ki.kik L 

ki.ki.ki ~ ki.ki L 

 
As seen in the Comparative Tableau 2, both rows contain L, which renders an inconsistent comparison. 

Therefore, neither a comparison nor a ranking can be spoken of in accordance with the premises of OT. Simply 
put, option two above is ruled out and will not be pursued any further for this word (i.e., kikiki) and the next one 
(i.e., palaki) accordingly.  

Choosing option one (see above) over option two will yield a much more efficient comparison over the set of 
constraints as seen in Comparative Tableau 3 below. 

 
Comparative Tableau 3 

/kikik/ ~ [ki.ki.ki] *NO CODA MAX-IO *CC DEP-IO 

ki.ki.ki ~ Ki.kik W   L 

ki.ki.ki ~ ki.ki  W  L 

 
As obvious, MAX-IO (originally C4) was located and moved further to the left of the tableau and acquired a 

new ranking; that is, C2. Similarly, *CC (originally C3) kept its ranking status by virtue of place. Notice no 
ranking has been established for C1 through C3, hence the use of dotted lines. However, a solid line has been in-
serted between C1 through C3 and C4 for we have established the relative ranking thus far. This can be repre- 
sented in the following algorithmic formula:  

Σ1 {NO CODA, MAX-IO, *CC} >> Σ2 {DEP-IO} 
Of this, we know that if Σ1 dominates Σ2, then it follows that the content of Σ1 also dominates the content of 

Σ2. Put differently, C4 is dominated by C1, C2, and C3. Nonetheless, we still have not figured the ranking hie-
rarchy inside Σ1, i.e., we do not know what dominates what inside constrain set Σ1.  

To simplify the process of relative ranking of Σ1 {NO CODA, MAX-IO, *CC}, we will exclude the constraint 
*CC as it does not assess a leftmost W and does not work in our analysis. Therefore, due to its inertness, *CC 
will be excluded (at least temporarily). Accordingly, we will be left with Comparative Tableau 4 below. 

 
Comparative Tableau 4 

/kikik/ ~ [ki.ki.ki] *NO CODA MAX-IO DEP-IO 

ki.ki.ki ~ Ki.kik W  L 

ki.ki.ki ~ ki.ki  W L 

 
Comparative Tableau 4 clearly shows that relative ranking has been established between C1 and C2 on the 

one hand and C3 on the other hand. That is, both C1 and C2 dominate C3. However, a dotted line still shows 
between markedness constraint *NO CODA and faithfulness constrain MAX-IO. Establishing the ranking order 
between these two constraints (at this stage) should be no hassle and is easily spotted. (*NO CODA) is never 
dominated in Hawaiian, which places it as the top of the ranking pyramid. It follows that MAX-IO must be 
dominated by *CC-a universally unmarked component of the Hawaiian syllable structure. Thus, the new con-
strain ranking is as follows (also see Comparative Tableau 5)  

{*NO CODA >> MAX-IO >> DEP-IO} 
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Comparative Tableau 5 

/kikik/ ~ [ki.ki.ki] *NO CODA MAX-IO DEP-IO 

ki.ki.ki ~ Ki.kik W e L 

ki.ki.ki ~ ki.ki e W L 

 
If we were to add *CC (which we deemed appropriate to exclude temporarily), we would still be inclined to 

rank it above DEP-IO but lower than both *NO CODA and MAX-IO. Comparative Tableau 6 supports our 
ranking.  

If *NO CODA >> {DEP-IO & *CC} (C1 >> C4 & C3) & 
If MAX-IO >>DEP-IO (C2 >> C4); 

Then, *CC << *NO CODA and MAX-IO (C1 >> C3 & C2) 
 

Comparative Tableau 6 

/kikik/ ~ [ki.ki.ki] *NO CODA MAX-IO *CC DEP-IO 

ki.ki.ki ~ Ki.kik W e e L 

ki.ki.ki ~ ki.ki E W e L 

Ki.ki.ki. ~ ki.kki W e W e 

 
Thus, the new order must be as follows: {NO CODA >> MAX-IO >> *CC >> DEP-IO}. With the above-es- 

tablished constraint ranking hierarchy, let us go ahead and set up the second type of tableaux; that is, a violation 
tableau. 
 

Violation Tableau 1 

/kikik/ *NO CODA MAX-IO *CC DEP-IO 

1. Kikk.i *!* *  * 

2. Ki.kik *!    

3. ki.ki  *!   

4. Ki.kki   *! * 

☞5. Ki.ki.ki    * 

 
Violation Tableau 1 shows five possible candidates generated by GEN. Candidates (1) and (2) are ruled out 

for fatally violating *NO CODA (i.e., the first and the second syllable, respectively). Candidate (2) is also elim-
inated because it violates the MAX-IO constraint for not having a correspondent for the segment [k] in the out-
put. Candidate (3) is also eliminated for violating the *CC (COMPLEX ONSET) constraint, explicitly, for hav-
ing two consonants in the ONSET in the second syllable. Additionally, candidate (3) violates the low-ranked 
constraint of DEP-IO. Candidate (4) is optimal for incurring the least number of violations, i.e., the lowest- 
ranked constraint.  

5.2. Discussion and Analysis: /plak/→[palaki] 
The second word studied in this paper is Hawaiian /`palaki/, which is a loanword from English /`brush/. Given 
that Hawaiian phonemic inventory is rather limited (i.e., m, n, p, k, h, ʔ, l, w) as previously established, the 
newly formed representation is expected to be as follows:  
 

UR: /brush/ 
B > p (missing in borrowing language); replaced by closet corresponding segment /p/ 
r > l (missing in borrowing language); replaced by closet corresponding segment /l/ 
u> a/ plosive_____ plosive (present in borrowing language, but undergoes change)  
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š > k (missing in borrowing language); replaced by closest corresponding segment /k/ 
SR: [`plak], [`pla.k], [pl.a.k], etc.  
 
Following the same hierarchy order established in 1 above, we will just use this second Hawaiian word 

/palaki/ to test the logical soundness of the established hierarchy. In other words, the goal in examining the 
second word will be solely to see whether or not this ranking is respected by all the data from the language itself. 
As such, explanations may be shorter as to eliminate redundancy and unneeded stuffing. 

 
Comparative Tableau 7 

/plak/ ~ [pa.la.ki] *NO CODA DEP-IO *CC MAX-IO 

pa.la.ki ~ Pla  L W  

pa.la.ki ~ Pa.la  L  W 

pa.la.ki ~ Plak W L W  

pa.la.ki ~ Pa.lak W    

pa.la.ki ~ Pla.ki E  L  

 
Comparative Tableau 7 sets up a ranking argument over a set of four unranked constraints. One cannot help 

but notice that rearrangement is required to rectify the logic and soundness of the argument. Doing so will give 
us Comparative Tableau 8. 

 
Comparative Tableau 8 

/plak/ ~ [pa.la.ki] *NO CODA MAX-IO DEP-IO *CC 

pa.la.ki ~ Pla   L W 

pa.la.ki ~ Pa.la  W L  

pa.la.ki ~ Plak W  L W 

pa.la.ki ~ Pa.lak W    

pa.la.ki ~ Pla.ki W   L 

 
As can be seen from the above Tableau, a new hierarchy is in order as follows:  

Σ1 {NO CODA, MAX-IO, DEP-IO} >> Σ2 {*CC} 
The newly proposed hierarchy of ranking still presents a flaw that we believe can be easily rectified through 

rearranging the constraints as follows:  
Σ1 {NO CODA >> MAX-IO} >> Σ2 {DEP-IO, *CC} 

 
Comparative Tableau 9 

/plak/ ~ [pa.la.ki] *NO CODA MAX-IO DEP-IO *CC 

pa.la.ki ~ Pla   L W 

pa.la.ki ~ Pa.la  W L  

pa.la.ki ~ Plak W  L W 

pa.la.ki ~ Pa.lak W    

pa.la.ki ~ Pla.ki W   L 

 
Tableau 9 above places both Σ1 {*NO CODA and MAX-IO} higher than Σ2 {DEP-IO and *CC}. Given that 

every L-assessing constraint must be preceded by a W-assessing constraint, a new ranking is in order. This can 
be seen in Comparative Tableau 10 below. 
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Comparative Tableau 10 

/plak/ ~ [pa.la.ki] *NO CODA MAX-IO *CC DEP-IO 

pa.la.ki ~ Pla   W L 

pa.la.ki ~ Pa.la  W  L 

pa.la.ki ~ Plak W  W L 

pa.la.ki ~ Pa.lak W    

pa.la.ki ~ Pla.ki W  L  

 
Comparative Tableau 10 above accounts for all possible candidates and further confirms the previously estab-

lished hierarchy ranking as follows:  
Σ {NO CODA >> MAX-IO >> *CC >> DEP-IO} 

Obviously, the established ranking used in examining the first word proves itself to be logically free of flaws 
and inconsistencies; it furnished confirmatory evidence of the soundness of the ranking hierarchy previously es-
tablished and adopted thereafter. With this in mind, we move on to construct the second type of tableaux; that is, 
a violation tableau. 

 
Violation Tableau 2 

/plak/ ~ [pa.la.ki] *NO CODA MAX-IO *CC DEP-IO 

1. [Pla]  *! *  

2. [Pa.la]  *!  * 

3. [Plak] *!  *  

4. [Pa.lak] *!   * 

5. [Pla.ki]   * * 

☞6. [Pa.la.ki]    * 

 
Violation Tableau 2 above presents six candidate forms compared over four constraints. Candidate (1) is ruled 

out for fatally violating MAX-IO along with violating a lower-ranked constrained, namely, *CC. Candidate (2) 
is also eliminated from the competition for also fatally violating MAX-IO along with inserting a segment (i.e., 
[a]) in the output that is not present in the input. Both Candidates (3) and (4) are also ruled for violating the 
highly ranked constraint *NO CODA, specifically, embracing a coda in the first syllable and second syllables of 
(3) and (4), respectively. Candidate (5) incurs two lower-ranked violations, namely, *CC and DEP-IO. Candi-
date (6) has emerged victorious for incurring the least number and most importantly least serious of all viola-
tions, i.e., DEP-IO. 

6. Conclusion 
This paper has sought to provide an Optimality-Theoretic (OT) account of two Hawaiian words borrowed from 
English. The OT framework is adopted to provide a complete analysis of the syllable structure of these two 
loanwords in Hawaiian. Several constraints were hypothesized to account for what is permitted and what is pro-
hibited in the syllable shape of Hawaiian loanwords. In addition, the logic of Optimality Theory was briefly de-
scribed, introducing both types of tableaux used in OT analyses. This study is significant as no other studies 
have tackled the subject of loanwords, particularly, English loanwords in the Hawaiian language from an OT 
perspective. Nevertheless, the study may be limited as it examines only two English loanwords in Hawaiian. 
Future studies are highly recommended as to test our suggested ranking argument against further data from Ha-
waiian. 
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